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Thanks,Buck
by John F. Diaz, DTM
International President
m

I

Directors, was ever-mindful of the need to shuck the public spe;

ing image and be recognized by business, industry, governnt
and the community as a potent organization in the field of cd
munication and leadership. To this end, he developed a progii
that enabled many community organizations and other nalioi
and international associations to better understand how thefM

masters Communication and Feadership Program would bei*

their organization, employees, or members.
He was instrumental in identifying the fact that Toastmasii
clubs and members needed to improve their club programs

provide prospects and members the Toastmasters Standard
Excellence and, at the same time, meet their members' net

Buck also led the way in updating the Toastmasters educatit
material so that it would better meet the member and commuE

needs. This updating included a new concept of communicai,
set forth in the Communication and Feadership Program, spi

heading an expanded and updated evaluation program, andj
addition of a Fistening Program, along with the developmeitl
the manual,"Members, Meetings and Meals."
... On behalf of the thousands of Toastmasters who have had

the pleasure of knowing and working with you over the ten years
you have served us as a member of the World Headquarters staff
and as Executive Director of Toastmasters International. I would
like to share with the members of Toastmasters some of the con

tributions you have made to our organization.

Buck Engle organized a club and joined Toastmasters in
1953 at McAndrew Air Force Base in Newfoundland, Canada,

f

World Headquarters' service to the member, club, area,|
district was greatly improved at considerable savings. Club,is
and district officer management training was developed and[S
vided by the staff under his direction. The TI publicity pro®
was greatly updated through the creation of Project Spot,f

TI Advertising Kit, the Club Display Kit, the Silent Salesij

and other special publicity material made available to hdp[
districts, clubs, and members in their total membership

and continued his membership as he moved from station to station

effort.

in his Air Force career.

Under Buck's leadership, many in-depth management sti i
were made of the Toastmasters International organizatioi

Prior to Joining the World Headquarters staff. Buck was
active in Districts 36, 8, and 56 as club officer, area governor, and
district officer, and was selected as the Outstanding Toastmaster

by the members of District 8 in 1959-60. In 1964, when he retired
from the Air Force, Executive Director Maurice Forley asked

Buck to join the World Headquarters staff as the Manager of the
Membership and Club Services Department.

In 1967, Buck was appointed General Manager of World
Headquarters, and in 1968 the Board of Directors selected him to
succeed Forley as Executive Director of Toastmasters Inter
national.

During Buck's years with Toastmasters, he has provided a
great deal of leadership, both as a member and as a professional
association executive director. The staff studies completed under

his leadership, identifying the major problems of TI, were of great
help to the Board of Directors in determining a long-range course
of action. Buck, working with the concurrence of the Board of

better understand its problems and develop solutions. These sli,
included identification of new membership markets, why meni
leave Toastmasters, the effectiveness of the district organi;

and how to improve its effectiveness by integrated manaj
training of district officers at district, region and Internal!
Convention educational programs.
Buck, the hours were never too long, the problem neva

small or too big that you didn't have time. All Toastmaster
it was an enriching experience to know you and share the 1
masters experience with you.
All Toastmasters wish you well in your new activity as
dent of Buck Fngle & Associates, where you will provide sp
ized training programs and counseling for volunteer organii
convention programs and seminars on how to plan a suca
retirement.

Best wishes to you and Esther from all of us. □
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Dr. Ralph C. Smedley
Founder, 1878-1965
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esting to hear the officers of the
who do provide this Standard of

lence when they tell how very little i

effort was needed when they used]
resources available to them.

Our Organization
by Robert T. Buck Engie

Another area needing a bit more at
tion by our members and officers is
of obtaining the necessary publicity
the organization and how its proj
will help members and organizations!
the community. Oh yes, I have he;
before—"the 'big' newspapers will
take our material," or "the radio or
vision stations are not interested."
is difficult to understand when some

and a few districts were able to gem
Fellow Toastmasters—

During the twenty-one years I have
been a Toastmaster, I have had the oppor
tunity ofbeing a member in eight clubs in
different parts of the world, and have
served in four different districts as a club,

area, and district officer. For ten of these
21 years, 1 have been a member of your

World Headquarters staff and have been
your Executive Director for the last seven
years. During this time, I have had the
opportunity to become deeply involved
with each level of the Toastmasters

organization.

Many Toastmasters say membership
is the organization's utmost problem
because they have not taken the time to
analyze what Toastmasters is and what
it stands for. My activities and experi
ence in Toastmasters have provided me
that opportunity and have helped me
draw certain conclusions concerning the
organization and its operation. These

conclusions are basic if we, as Toast-

masters, expect to successfully compete
for a share of a person's discretionary
time. If we don't overcome these prob
lems, our organization will continue to
be something less than it can be.
My first observation is basic to any
business or activity that ties you to your
family, your church, or to any organiza
tion of which you may be a part. That
organization must have and maintain a
certain standard of excellence in what

ever it provides its members. For Toast-

full radio and television time over

month period that, if paid for,
have cost more than three-quarters
million dollars.

Major newspapers have carried sti

about the Toastmasters organization,]
club activities in the community,
how the program helps people and
ganizations develop their communicat
and leadership skills. All or some of
media resources are available to

and districts through your World
quarters.

masters this means that club officers

must provide the members with a club
program that meets their needs in such
a manner that each member can directly
benefit and each guest will want to join.
While the Toastmasters Standard of

Excellence is something we all strive for,
only a very few clubs consistently main

We need to continue to explore
solutions to these and similar situal

in the long-range planning being

by the Board of Directors/World H(
quarters, districts, and clubs. After
plans are made, it is imperative thai

concentrate on results, and not on i Terrence('

tain it. The balance of our clubs reach it

mechanics for obtaining these results. Board of C

only occasionally and, then, only for a
short period of time. It is always inter

The future of the Toastmasters org! Buck Engh
zation should include a new look at4internatior

Founders District Governor Art Hofner, ATM, presents his district's Communication

national development because!
international need for the Commu4 A former 1

and Leadership Award to retiring Executive Director Robert T. Buck Engle, In recogni
tion of his efforts with nationai and internationai associations.

tion and Leadership Program is grfi Toastmasti

than ever.

served as ti

It is my hope that all present and fu executive a
Toastmasters will utilize all the availi p o /- • p
resources both inside and outside

"

organization in developing their a

-'nti

Iowa an<

munication and leadership skills. 1 University,

•A •

tr

—

also my hope that no time be spent ..
^
I-,- I games thatt would
M circum
•
Mr. McCai
political
the established policies and organizat Toaslmaste
but that time be devoted to provii business ani
positive suggestions for continued record wort
provement to better meet the establii
After gradu
TI goals.
McCann
se;
Esther and I thank each of you foi
the
United
I
wonderful fellowship and friendship

we have enjoyed.

coordinated

Best wishes.□

while also d

Terrence McCann
Named
•bm

Executive
Director

Itrrence (Terry) McCann has been named by the
Board of Directors to succeed the retiring Robert T.

Bock Engle as Executive Director of Toastmasters
International. The appointment is effective March 1.
A former Toastmaster, Mr. McCann comes to
Toastmasters from Lions International, where he has

He later joined the Knox Reeves Advertising Agency
of Minneapolis, Minnesota, and, after three years with
them, returned to his home town of Chicago to take a
position with the Supermarket Institute of Chicago.

B.S.C. in Business Administration from the University

While working with the Institute, he developed
management education programs and conducted
seminars on management and training methods for
middle and top-level executives. He later became
manager of communications and public relations for

oflowaand an M.B.A. in Marketing from Loyola

the Institute.

served as treasurer and special assistant to the
erative administrator since 1973. He received a

I'tiiversity, Chicago.

Mr. McCann's appointment as Executive Director of
Toastmasters International follows a career in

Business and service associations and an athletic

record worthy of note.

• the
that

I

After graduating from the University of Iowa, Mr.
McCann served on the national headquarters staff of
•.Be United States Jaycees, where he planned and

While attending the University of Iowa, Mr. McCann

compiled an impressive athletic record. He was a
member of two Big Ten and NCAA championship
wrestling teams and was three times national freestyle
champion. He climaxed his wrestling career by winning
a coveted gold medal at the 1960 Summer Olympic
Games in Rome.

coordinated the activities of the service organization

He and his wife Lucille have five daughters and

-Me also directing their publications.

two sons. □
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Everything you've
always wanted
to know about

leadershk(
In the past year, the leadership in all
of the major world democracies has
undergone an upheaval, as the world
moves into an ever more uncertain future.

Everywhere there are comments on the
"crisis of leadership," as people await
someone who can renew that lost sense

of purpose and destiny which once per
vaded Western civilization.

It is appropriate at this time to ex
amine exactly what leadership is. Are
leaders born or made? What are the quali
ties of a leader and how can we, as indi

viduals, develop these qualities? This

special issue of The Toastmaster will
help answer those questions and give you
a basis for future study into the subject
of leadership. In a world desperate for
leadership, at every level, there is ample
opportunity for you to assume this role
and fully develop your potential for
quality in leadership. Toastmasters are
the kind of people who don't just talk
about a problem; we do something about

it. This applies to leadership as well as
communication.

We open this special issue by present
ing the principles of leadership as they
are understood today. Where specific
6

advice can be given, it is given. Where niques and every member should attei
only general principles can be supplied, club office at least once and discoj
they are presented to help you get a "feel" what leadership is all about.
for the quality of leadership which cannot
You've probably heard the sayiik
really be taught; it has to be absorbed. "Leaders are born, not made," and ||
Careful reading of this special issue and, hapsyou have decided not to bother ti
especially, careful thought on how it to be a leader. If so, take time to reevi
applies to you, will launch you on the ate that decision and find out exa(
way to successful and effective leadership what leadership means and how it rdi
in today's world.
to you.
Everybody knows about the need for
While some people are born with cl
leadership; what are we going to do about
aeteristics
that can help them beci
it? Nearly every article we read these
leaders,
others
develop their leadei
days sums up the problems, as if we
weren't already aware of them, and con
cludes with an appeal for leaders. This
leaves us exactly where we started: where
do we get these leaders?
Communication

As Toastmasters, all of us are poten
tial leaders. The Communication and

Leadership Program is so named because
Toastmasters recognize that a good com
municator will also be in demand as a

leader. This in inevitable. To paraphrase

an old proverb; In a world where few
can communicate their ideas, the one
who can communicate will be elected

president. The Toastmasters club is an
ideal place to learn these leadership tech

ability because the situation demardsj
However, most of us become leadi

through hard work and an understam
of the leadership principles. The avei
person is born with average abilities;
up to him to develop those abilities
their fullest, using what he has to ci
pensate for what he does not have. 1
is what Toastmasters is all about,

the principle applies to leadership
well as speaking.
Granting, then, that some people
born with so many advantages theyci
hardly help becoming leaders, and oti
have so many disadvantages they w(
have to struggle mightily to become k

ers, whi
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Soecial Leadership Issue

and more)
ers, what can the rest of us do to develop
our leadership abilities? The first step is
lobe appointed or elected leader. Every
group of people needs a leader, and some
times several leaders, and there is no
reason why it shouldn't be you.
The leader in a group is really a servant

leader." Yet, there are many more people
who try this method in the wrong situa
tion and never make it. While such lead
ers can provide temporary unity and
clarity of purpose, their fatal flaw is ulti
mately themselves; leadership is for therri

the leader to maintain this quality of
leadership.
The third method of assuming leader
ship is to be appointed by your superiors.

an end in itself and such leaders soon lose

selects an executive, who in turn selects

ofthose being led and is to some extent sight of the needs and desires of their
a product of the situation the group is followers. Such leadership eventually
in. A good leader must combine a feeling becomes ineffective and the leader either
of self-confidence with an underlying loses his position or is surrounded by
sense of humility and an appreciation of "yes-men," thus losing touch with real
his responsibility for the group's welfare problems and workable solutions.
Group Selection
and achievement. The expression of his
The second method of assuming leader
abilities is transmitted through the action
ship is to be selected by the group. This
ofthe group members,as the leader moti
has great advantages, at least initially,
vates and guides them towards the com
mon goal. The leader may be thought of because the leader already has the trust
as a "front man" for the group, a symbol and shares the goals of the group as a
whole. The leader's task is to maintain
ofthe group's purpose. He is not a com
mander but a coach, encouraging his fol support, not to create it. As the term of
lowers to use that drive that is within leadership continues, the leader's greatest
themselves to reach the goals before obstacle to excellence is the desire to
them.
please everybody and avoid measures he
How do you become a leader? The first knows are both necessary and unpopular.
way, and usually the worst, is to appoint Many times, the only requirement for
yourself and push your way to the top becoming a leader is to be available and
despite all obstacles. When a person of willing. Whether or not his leadership
this type becomes a leader in a crucial has quality will show up later and it
hour of need, he is referred to as a "born requires great integrity on the part of

This is the most common method used in

organizations, where a board of directors
his subordinates. The standard proce

dures for receiving a promotion or
obtaining a management position will
put you in a leadership position. Once
appointed as a leader, your main task
will be to recognize that the group hasn't
chosen you and to change group attitudes
from a master-servant relationship to
something approximating a partnership.
The leader must show his subordinates

that working for the common goal (the
organization's) is also valuable to them
as individuals. In this way your leader
ship role will become one of inspiration,
not of force.

Almost anyone who wants to become
a leader can become one, whether through
self-selection, group selection, or appoint
ment, because there are so many groups
with special interests in modern society
and most of them need leaders. When

you accept leadership in one group, how
ever small, you will probably become a

leader In other groups as well. Once you job and allows the group to choose one
have begun a leadership role, you will of the alternatives. The leader tries to l)e
need to examine the different styles of a group member in spirit, but leaves most
leadership to find which one best suits of the actual work to his subordinates.
your personality and your particular
Democratic or Dictatorial
situation.
Since these two styles are ideal types,
Leadership styles may be pictured very few leaders fall strictly into either
along a line, ranging from the style of a category. Most leaders are somewhere
in between, with a tendency towards one
dictator at one end to the style of democ
racy at the other. In the dictatorial or the other style. The leader's personality
leadership style, the leader is absolute and the working situation help determine
boss and anything he says goes. He makes which style will be used. Research studies
show that the democratic style is much
all the decisions, one at a time so fol
lowers rarely see the whole picture, and more effective than the dictatorial, be
rewards or punishes group members as cause it gives group members a feeling of
individuals, not as part of the group. On self-worth and involvement. In the dic
the other hand, the democratic leader tatorial situation, there is hostility
allows group discussion on decisions, towards the leader and a feeling of
encouraging group members and guiding aggression, either on the surface or just
them towards the best decision. He often

"in the air"; as soon as the leader is

suggests alternative ways of doing the

absent, work grinds almost to a halt. For

these reasons, an effective leader shoi

develop the ability to be as democratic
the situation allows. Working in a voli
teer organization such as Toastmasli
will help develop this skill, because

members cannot be ordered or pus!
around. Experience in this environrai
will help you not to abuse power v»l
you are in a position of compk
authority.
Once you have established leaders
and found your most effective .style in
particular situation, your purpose sha
be to establish quality leadership,
order to keep your position and to se
your followers in an effective and mi
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Writers on the subject of leaden
are only too happy to supply long lists
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New Members
For Your Club
Beginning this month and for the next Provide the director with the necessary
promotional material, especially "Com
six months, an advertisement spotlight
ing the Toastmasters organization will munication Eor Your Organization"
appear in the Training and Development (101), and explain what Toastmasters
Journal, a magazine read by training can mean to the development of his com
directors and management development pany's employees.
personnel in business, industry, govern
As World Headquarters receives in
ment and service organizations.
quiries from the monthly advertisement,
The first advertisement is pictured here some of you will be asked to help in the
as it will appear in the March issue of the follow-up. Every member should t)e active
magazine. Each month, different topics in building membership and forming new
of a similar nature will be highlighted, clubs, using this as a means of enriching
encouraging readers to write Toast- your club variety and experience in help
masters for more information about the
ing others receive the same experience you
organization and what it can do for them. have received through your membership
Since the person in your company re
in Toastmasters.
sponsible for training and personnel
We will reprint the advertisement of
management will be interested in Toast- the month in every issue of The Toastmasters, the ad will be a great way to master, so you will know what ad your
"break the ice" in talking to him about training director is reading each month.
Only through your efforts can this ad
Toastmasters and discuss the merits of a
company-sponsored Toastmasters club. campaign produce results. □
8
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when You introduce

A Speaker

his enei
little as

□ Let the audience know the subject
of the speech, but don't make a pre
liminary talk of your own on the same
subject.

dynamic

□ Establish for the audience the

speaker's expertise on the subject ol
the talk.

feeling i
with the
which ul
more ol

□ Create a smooth transition in audi

ence mood from the previous event to
your speaker's subject, especially il
one is humorous and the other#

serious.

tive lead

of his g

j

achievinj
P
A secc

□ Be brief and remember to alwayi leadershi
leave star billing for the speaker, noj pose and
for yourself.

diate leai

a whole. 1

For your free copy of "Introducing the Spi
and information on how the Toastmasters i

loss of pi

follow so
munication and Leadership Program will
your employees and your organization,
and whe
Toastmasters International, 2200 N. Grand A«
Santa Ana, CA 92711.

leader m

ophy ofli
each part

Imtthe important qualities can be grouped
inlothree categories. These are the inter
nal qualities, or what you are; the ana
lytical qualities, or what you understand;
and the relational qualities, or the give
and take between you and your followers.
The idea to keep in mind is that most of

these traits are important for becoming
acomplete/nmort, not just a good leader,

andyou should work at developing these
characteristics even before leadership is
attained. Having these traits already de
veloped will help others notice you as a
potential leader and will increase your
chances of being selected as the next
leader of your group.

larger framework. Having this awareness
of ultimate meaning gives a leader the
self-confidence necessary to create loyalty
among his followers.
Another internal quality is self-integ
rity, or the ability to inspire trust in one's
followers. This is one of the characteris

tics most often listed by employees as
necessary in an effective leader. Selfintegrity requires honesty, reliability,
and courage. People look to their leaders
for guidance in areas outside the imme
diate situation, and they want someone
whom they can trust to be consistent and

Your Internal Qualities

The first category, your internal quali
ties. includes the traits most difficult for

you to modify. However, these traits are
ofsuch importance to maintaining leader
ship beyond the superficial level that it

is well worth your time and effort to
esamine yourself and try to develop yourselfin as many of these qualities as pos
sible. You will never be a quality leader
until there is something behind the mask,
adepth and a character that all will
recognize.
A prime requirement for leadership
escellence is dynamic energy and an
abundance of enthusiasm which can in

fect your followers and motivate them
toattempt and reach new heights of suc
cess. An effective leader sets the example
ofhard work and drive, of endurance and
vigor in mind and body. He knows his
physical and mental limits and expends
hisenergy constructively, wasting as
little as possible. By "dramatizing" the
dynamic part of his character, the effec
tive leader puts excitement into the work
of his group and gives his followers a

feeling of identification with him and
»ith the group goals, an identification
which ultimately causes them to expend
more of their own energies towards
achieving those goals.
Purpose and Direction
A second internal quality necessary for

leadership excellence is a sense of pur
pose and direction, not only in the imme
diate leadership situation, but in life as
awhole. In this era of mass drifting and
loss of purpose, people will be glad to
follow someone who knows where he is

and where he is going. An effective
leader must have a consistent philos
ophy of life and an understanding of how
each particular situation fits into that

There is no reason

mature leader is self-controlled and rela

tively well adjusted to his situation. He
resists the temptation to be prejudiced,
arrogant, or moody, and is dependable
and willing to accept the consequences
for his actions. He doesn't blame heredity
or society for his faults and mistakes, but
faces them squarely and makes every
effort to overcome them. People coming
to him with problems, especially those of
an emotional nature, know that such a

leader will attentively listen to their side
of the story and will reserve judgment
until all the facts are in. Discipline will be
fair and even-handed, not accompanied
by loss of temper, and will be based on
established rules and procedures. Above
all, the leader will be as objective as pos
sible and everyone in the group, even
those whose views did not prevail, will
know that their views were heard and

why each of us
cannot make the

effort necessary to
give depth to our
leadership—to
have something to
say along with
the ability to say it,
and to have
somewhere to lead
as well as the

authority to do the
leading.

33
decent in all areas of life. For example,
factory workers often look to their shop
supervisor for guidance in forming politi
cal opinions, even though the supervisor
may know little about politics. The same
might hold true for family problems or
even deciding which ear to buy. Followers
must feel secure in approaching such a
leader and they expect to have a leader
who will protect them with his integrity
and trustworthiness.

Emotional and moral maturity, an

ability to accept responsibility, is another
internal quality of good leadership. A

judged fairly.
These traits of internal quality in
leadership, and others which we all could
list, add up to what a more sincere era
called "character." Some of these traits

were instilled in us as we were growing
up and others must be worked out in our
adult lives, but they are all a product of
"will"; we can develop the character nec
essary to become a good leader if we will
to do it. People respect someone who is
trying to be fair and honest, to see a
greater purpose and direction, and to
suppress immature reactions as much
as(or more than) someone who already
has these elements of character fully
developed. There is no reason why each
of us cannot make the effort necessary to
give depth to our leadership—to have
something to say along with the ability
to say it, and to have somewhere to lead
people as well as the position and author
ity to do the leading. Only when the
leader has a firm base of internal quali
ties can analytical and relational abilities
be fully exercised.
The second category of traits neces
sary to effective leadership is analytical
quality, or your ability to analyze a situa
tion and conceive the proper solution to
the problem. Many analytical qualities
are inborn but, even more than internal

qualities, they are ready for development.
As with any other traits contributing to
success in leadership, you can develop
some qualities to a high degree in order
to compensate for others you may lack.
The first analytical quality an effective
leader should have is intelligence, or
9
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mental ability, especially the ability to
see relationships and "put two and two
together." Before you say,"That lets me
out," consider this fact: While all studies
show that success in leadership is related
to higher intelligence, recent findings also
show that the most effective leader is

only slightly more intelligent than his
followers. Someone who is intellectually
way ahead of the members of his group
will have a difficult time relating to them;
he will probably see them as incurably
dense, while they will view him as a knowit-all snob.

Since a good leader should be slightly
more intelligent than his followers, it is
obvious that the potential leader should
not attempt a higher position than he is
capable of handling. This points to the
need for an honest self-appraisal regard
ing your intelligence and abilities to ana
lyze and solve problems. Because leaders
are often called upon to make decisions
alone, it would be most unpleasant to be
"in over your head" day after day, with
little hope of eventually catching on.
Idea Power

A second analytical quality for leader
ship is imagination, or idea power. This
is the ability to create a plan of action in
your mind before you do anything, and
to mentally put things together in dif
ferent ways until you find a combination
that "clicks." This quality can usually
be developed through practice, but it must
be carefully watched; the "idea man"
often turns into just another daydreamer.
A leader must always keep his imagina
tion on the practical level and take action

a broad range of interests and a variety
of facts to call upon, you have gone a
long way towards the fourth neeessary
analytical quality, that of decision ability
or decisiveness. Knowing that you are
mentallycapableof handling your group's
situation and having a broad background
of seemingly unrelated, but potentially
useful, knowledge (it's amazing how
knowing something in one area will sud
denly give you an idea of how to solve a
problem in another area), you have a
foundation of self-confidence and security
necessary to make decisions and stick to

Making too many
wrong decisions
may cause you to

lose your position
of leadership, but
not making
will let the group
know they never
even had a leader.

r'
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tend to be a strong leader. Such a person
usually has a rich life outside his job
environment and many interests in a

variety of pursuits. Having wide-ranging
interests is one of the easiest of leader

ship qualities to cultivate; just pick some
subjects you know nothing about, such
as music, mountain-climbing, or soccer,

must be selected and reached. It is tl

th
at

nate their efforts towards the comrai
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them. And, as the leader, you are ex
pected to eonstantly make decisions and
to usually be right. Considering all the
possibilities and carefully weighing each
one is the job of a good leader, but onee
the facts are in, the leader must elose
debate and make the decision, accepting
the responsibility himself. Making too
many wrong deeisions may cause you to
lose your position of leadership, but not
making decisions at all, or putting them

and learn about them.

off" until events force the deeision, will let

When you know the extent of your
mental abilities and imagination and have

the group know they never even had a
leader.

iy

goal. While the leader often cannot hai^
a mastery of the teehnieal skills of eaci

, of

subordinate, he must have at least a wori|
ing knowledge of what each one is doinfe
and how it relates to the larger picture,:

thi
tie
tor

be
of

tirr
eas

subordinates' roles to make sure that j

me

relevant opinions are heard before

has

decision is made and that irrelevant opi'

bag

ions are diplomatically shelved. The be con
picture of the leader's ability to coon!' is'
nate is that of the orchestra eonduct% leat
he knows the principles of music, has!
1
working knowledge of each instrumer
and knows the skills of conducting. 11^ ship
job is to put all the parts together in; peo
coordinated way and to provide tli Thi;
"spark" whieh makes the whole great! on 1
than the sum of its parts. That is the ri beei
The Relational Qualities

We have seen how analytical skills i
necessary for effective leadership, bi
upon a foundation of internal quality a
integrity in the leader. We turn now
the way these values and skills are trai

mitted from the leader's personality it

power is by having a broad range of in

p:
r''

b)
es

leader's responsibility to have an ovat
view of his followers' jobs and to coon

of the effective leader.

decisions at all

One of the best ways to develop idea

ing p)eople on many different levels, in
stead of bogging down in the details, will

th

This is the ability to coordinate, tk
prime ingredient in administrative abilit
The leader must know enough about b

when the ideas arrive.

terests; this is the third analytical qual
ity of an effective leader. A person who
has a developed sense of curiosity about
many things, who reads on a variety of
subjects, and enjoys planning and direct

The final analytical quality we shi
discuss is administrative ability, inclui
ing knowledge of yourjob and the orgi
zational structure you must operate ii
Every group has specific activities whk
must be earried out and goals whii

at e;

acti'
actii
exar

cont

scier
labo
until
is rei

the group. This is the third major
gory of traits necessary for effective le mote
ership: the relational qualities, or b play
you translate what is inside you ii a grc
meeting the needs and goals of the gro scien
you are leading. Without these qii , misse

ties, you are a "one-man band." Hav '
no followers is equivalent to having hums
happ;
leader.
has s

The first of these relational qualii peopi
whieh an effeetive leader must either li

or develop is a general attitude of frii
ness and the ability to let the other pei
know that you consider him valuabltl
a human being. A leader who shows

dealit
luccei

The
we wil
askill

cere interest in his followers as

The A
viduals, who makes them feel at eas says,'

approaching him with their probl
and who projects a feeling of pei

every^
municj

worth to his subordinates, will ins; needsi
I
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ihe dedication and loyalty of his group
and will be forgiven a large number of
mistakes before losing the confidence of
tlie group. People prefer to be influenced
bysomeone who they feel has an inter
est in them and cares what happens to
tltcm, and they are looking for that open
attitude when they accept a leader.
An important ingredient in this friend
ly and open demeanor is the possession
of a sense of humor. This is an ability
that probably cannot be learned, but it
tics in closely with not taking yourself
too seriously, an attribute that can indeed

belearned. Injecting humor or some type
ofword-play into a situation at the right
time will defuse emotional exchanges,
ease tensions when there is a deadline to

meet, and punch holes in the leader who

has inflated himself into a pompous wind
bag. Indeed, some research studies have

concluded that appropriate use of humor
is "a virtually unmistakable mark of

—words that relate to the context of the

group and its purpose—that marks the
effective leader. It is useless to analyze
a problem and create the solution if this
solution cannot be effectively communi
cated to the group in terms they can relate
to. Spoken and written communication
are the primary means of influencing
people to follow the course set by the
leader. Research confirms that successful

leaders have a considerably higher level
of language development than others,
regardless of educational background,
illustrating once again the strong tie
between communication and leadership.
An Overall View

We have seen the basic traits necessary
for quality leadership and how they inter
relate. The development of internal per
sonal qualities which will inspire
confidence and a feeling of security in the
followers is basic to all effective leader

ship. Adding to this is the development
leadership ability."
of analytical qualities, the ability to
Human Relations
understand and cope with the problems
Thesecond relational quality of leader
and needs of the followers. Completing
ship isasocial ability to move easily with these qualities is the need for relational
people and to enlist their coofseration. abilities, in order to get the group to fol
This is the art or skill of human relations, low your lead and to give them a feeling
on which many hundreds of books have of belonging to a "team," with every
been written. Successful leaders are those member working towards the common
at ease with people, who care more about goal under the guidance of someone who
activities relating to people than about cares about them as individuals and does
activities dealing with things. A classic not see them as objects to be manipu
example of misplaced leadership in this lated.
context would be the brilliant research
Through a complete and honest exami
scientist who spends long hours in the nation of your own leadership abilities,
laboratory tinkering with his equipment you can find where your greatest poten
until just the right solution is found. He tial lies and what areas you need most
isrewarded for his success by being pro to work on. As stated above, when you
moted to research director and he must become an effective communicator you
play corporation politics while managing will naturally be in demand as a leader,
a group of individualistic and stubborn and leadership in one area is usually fol
scientists. He is unhappy because he lowed by leadership in other areas. It is
misses his work, the other researchers are up to you to make sure that your leader
unhappy because he doesn't understand ship is effective, successful and of high
human relations, and the company is un
quality, so that people will follow you
happy because the research department you out of respect and inspiration. Only
has suddenly stagnated. Leaders lead as you know yourself, your abilities and
people, not things, and they must enjoy your limitations, can you inspire others
dealing with people or will never be to follow you. Above all else, you must
successful.
develop your ability to be sensitive to
The last relational quality of leadership human needs and to meet those needs
wewilllook at is communication ability, while leading people to higher goals than
askill youjoined Toastmasters to develop. they had even considered. By keeping
The American Management Assocation your interest centered on your followers
says, "In the final analysis, the job of and not on yourself, you can sense their
every executive or supervisor is com
needs and lead them to rewarding goals
munication." It is this ability to put the without getting so far ahead of them that
needs and goals of the group into words you can no longer relate to them. Your

followers must see the group objectives
as extensions of their own identities and

goals and they must be given objectives
that will expand their horizons and enable
their personalities to grow, not stagnate.
It is the meeting of needs and the estab
lishment of these goals that are the basic
responsibilities of the effective leader.
Putting these concepts into practice is
the only way to get the job done.
The Leadership Feeling
This Special Leadership Issue is de
signed to give you the basic information
necessary to develop yourself into an
effective leader. By presenting different
viewpoints, we hope to give you a perspec
tive of the subject that would be lacking
in a textbook. While there are many prin
ciples of leadership, the ultimate require
ment for quality is a kind of "leadership
feeling"; it is hoped that reading this
special issue will help you to grasp that

"feeling" and carry it with you in your
further studies on the subject.
The Special Leadership Issue contin
ues with a look at the art of persuasion,
written by the author of the Toastmasters
Communication and Leadership Program.
Following this is an article designed for
managers, but applicable to all leaders,
on how you can encourage your subordi
nates to evaluate your leadership ability
and tell you how you "come across" to
those who mu.st follow you. Next comes
and examination of leadership as it was
exercised by Vince Lombardi, recognized
as one of the greatest sports leaders of all
time. Seeing how Coach Lombardi put
leadership principles into practice will
help you understand what these prin
ciples really mean. Then we pause to hear
what George Washington, another of the
greatest leaders in history, had to say
about the qualities necessary in a good
leader. The issue continues with a brief
view ofsome of the current research ideas

on the subject of leadership written by
International Director Hubert Dobson,
himself a training coordinator, and con

cludes with a listing of the opportunities
you have in Toastmasters to develop and
perfect your leadership skills. —
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Persuasian: nn Inuestment

lUorth Cultiuating
To possess the ability to persuade may be the highest
assurance an individual may have ofattaining his true lead
ership potential. But like any otherform of wealth, it
deserves and demands attentive care.
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As far as I know, no survey has been avoid hurting feelings. It helps make force, persuasion is the channel thro wl
conducted to determine precisely why sales and win votes. It salves wounded which people deal with one another. in
According to Aristotle, persuasionn ar
individuals join Toastmasters. Many feelings and improves morale. It is what
upon three foundation pillars, eack all
distinguishes civilization from savagery.
members would give many different rea
wl
sons. Nevertheless, underlying them all,
Cicero, who was surely one of the half which is indispensable.
dozen greatest orators yet to appear on
The first basis of persuasion is fac'
we might find one common goal that in
spires every Toastmaster in his quest for earth, praised persuasion in these terms: a search for what is true about the suk foi
personal improvement — the urge to "This it is which first bound men by the being discussed, together with theai 'sic
chains of right and law, formed the bonds ment or reasoning that directly foil . int
become more persuasive.
In a world economy in which recession of civil society, and made us quit a wild those relevant facts. Truth and justice i mi
realities and it is the first duty of in
is eroding opportunities and inflation is and savage life."
eating away rewards, everyone is becom
When individuals or nations confront speaker to present and to uphold tb the
ing increasingly alert to find investments one another in anger or disagreement, In the long run, he cannot deny orai
that are genuinely and dependably sound. only two solutions are possible. They can the consequences of what is true. In "w
There is one investment that has proved fight out their differences or they can immediate circumstances of his spe He
showing the audience what is trui of i
its worth through all the long course of talk them out. Talk often seems unsatis
human history, in times of depression factory, but Winston Churchill uttered powerfully persuasive.
tha
and in times of prosperity as well. This is an essential truth when he said, "Jaw,
Emotions
pos
jaw is better than war, war."
the investment in personal effectiveness.
The second basis of persuasion anc
In a family or in a local community, ill Aristotle saw it, is emotion. He obsei tior
Persuasiveness
will and chaos would prevail if not for that individuals have a deep-seated is a
Toastmasters International is dedi
cated to the enhancement of individual those individuals with the insight and
dency to believe whatever they wisl to £
skill to salve the wounds and set up com
believe. In Book I of his Rhetoric judj
ability in the two fundamental and essen
tial qualities of communication and mon goals by speaking the right words pointed out: "Our judgments when owr
are pleased and friendly are not thes
leadership. These two qualities blend and in the right way at the right time. Con
flict is savagery. Civilization is persuasion as when we are pained or hostile.' T
unite in the factor of persuasiveness.
To become increasingly persuasive is operative in personal relations at all Book II he declared, "The emotionilact
the highest assurance an individual may levels.
One of the greatest books on public to affect their judgment." If our lisitspea
have of attaining substantial leadership
through effective communication. The speaking, written by one of the greatest are afraid of communism, they nvlong
ability to persuade is wealth that can philosophers in the early period of West
respond to warnings that it may Ktrutl
never be devalued nor stolen. Even so, ern history, is The Rhetoric by Aristotle. sidiously undermining our nationaUor tl
it is not inviolate. It can, and often does, It is purely and simply a treatise on how rity. Since they are desirous of bsubj<
wither away. Like any other ability, it to be persuasive. Aristotle did not bother and wealth, they willingly accept rc.subs
deteriorates unless it is maintained to stress the importance of persuasion, mendations by the speaker that seeclear

all those feelings that so change nic|Bxte

assure them of increased personal his 11

demands attentive care.
Persuasiveness is an investment worth

for he knew that his countrymen, the
Greeks of Athens, took it for granted. In
any democratic society where judgments
are formulated and applied by common

cultivating. It helps you win friends and

agreement, rather than by dictatorial

that "All the emotions of the nt Bt

through constant attention. Like any
other form of wealth, it deserves and
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being.
wise
Cicero, in Book I of his bouof h

Oratory, warned aspiring public spc^ucci

bv
Robert T. Oliuer

which nature has given to men, must be
intimately known; for all the force and
art of speaking must be employed in
allaying or exciting the feelings of those
who listen."

Charles Henry Woolbert, one of the
founders of the modern speech profes
sion, wrote that, "To study persuasion
intensively is to study human nature
minutely
More than half of success
in winning men is in understanding how
they work."
Aristotle did understand that men

work" both rationally and emotionally.
Hcknewthat human beings are capable
of ohjectivity and sound reasoning and
a speaker should strive, whenever
possible, to help his listeners to renounce
and rise above their prejudices and emo
tional biases. He also knew that emotion

is a powerful force which impels people
to accept only those interpretations and

judgments that accord closely with their
own feelings.
The External Challenges
These two bases of persuasion, the

factual or logical and the emotional, are
tsternal challenges to every persuasive
speaker. He cannot create, nor in the
long run successfully distort, either the
truth of the matter under consideration

or the feeings his listeners bring to the
subject. He can and must understand the
substance of his chosen topic and have a
dear idea of what fundamental emotions

kis listeners bring to bear upon it; other
wise his interpretation and presentation
of his arguments or appeals cannot be
successful.

Beyond these two external factors
13

affecting persuasion, there is, according
to Aristotle, a third factor—a factor that

is largely subjective and that is of the
highest importance in determining the
success or failure of persuasion.
This third factor is the way the speaker

is regarded by his listeners. It arises from
a combination of personality, character,

aphony, or who is disliked or distrusted
for any reason, is and must be unpersuasive. People may be forced (by his

other than this particular speech?
the speaker seem to be appealing tot
prejudices of his listeners or to the fact

facts and logic) to believe what he may
tell them, but they cannot be forced to
accept and act upon it.

show how the feelings of the audienj

Facts and Attitudes
Persuasion, then, in terms of the classi

If his appeal is to fact and logic, doesll

need not be violated by their acceptanj
of his conclusion? Or does he ride roug
shod over their emotions? If what

and reputation. To put the matter simply, cal rhetorical tradition, depends upon a
this factor consists of the attitude of the proper mastery and use of facts and emo
listeners towards the speaker as a person, tions and upon the attitude the listeners

speaker says does not appeal to his listei

in addition to their feelings about his

seems ignorant of? Does his reason^

specific presentation of this particular
speech.
The Basic Questions

In your own experiences in Toastmasters, the question concerning this
third basis of persuasion is; "Do your
listeners want to believe and accept what
you tell them?" Behind this question are
many more, all interrelated and all of
fundamental importance for your success

have toward the speaker.
In listening to persuasive speeches,
whether or not you are to be the Evaluator or are simply one of the audience,
there are certain basic questions you
should use as guidelines to determine

ers, what is the reason? Do they knoj
relevant facts about the subject that|
seem to be invalid? Does he ignore,(

simply not know, what basic feelingsli

listeners bring to bear on the subjo]
and upon him as an individual?
These questions are guidelines,

only for judging persuasive speeches,

how well the speaker succeeds and to
help him understand how he may do

al.so for preparing your own. By stud}iijt

better the next time.

them and attempting to prepare andij

as a persuasive speaker and, ultimately,

1. Is the speaker well liked and trusted
by his audience? If not, what should he
do to improve his relations with his lis

as a leader.

teners?

Do your listeners believe that you are
honest, open and trustworthy? Do they
take it for granted that you would not
knowingly misrepresent any situation,
problem, or solution? Do they think you
are intelligent, diligent, and conscien
tious enough so that you will be sure to
understand rightly whatever subject you
choose to discuss with them? Do they

2. Is the speaker in a position to know
what he is talking about? By what means
and how well has he mastered his subject
matter?

present your own persuasive speecW

with the principles of Aristotle in min^
your persuasive ability should stead

and helpfully increase and along witli||
your success as a leader.

Robert T. Oliver is a member

3. Is the speaker taking into account

Toastmasters International's Edui

the welfare of his listeners in what he

tional Advisory Committee and auti

propo.ses to them?
4. Does the proposal advocated by the
speaker make sense? Would it, if put into

of the Communication and Leaders!

Program. A former professor ai
chairman of the Speech Department

regard you as a "good fellow," one of

elTect, solve the problem? Does the pro

Pennsylvania State University, he is#

their own kind, without pretentious or

posal accord with all that the listeners

pomposity? Anyone who is regarded as

know about the problem from sources

author of 30 books, including "Tl
Psychology of Persuasive Speech."

Letters to the Editor
Plans have been made to Include a "Letters to the Editor"

column in future issues of the magazine. Letters should be short
and should contain constructive suggestions for improvement.
They will be printed at the discretion of the Executive Director,
based on the content and appropriateness of the letter.
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o.

look out for their welfare through group
and individual evaluations.

□ Keep your members informed by
telling them what is going on in the vari
ous programs presented by World Head

llNdERSTANcliNq tIie
LEAdERship PRiNCiplES
liyKENNETk M.BurUe

ed Air Force Base in San Antonio.

Texas, I view leadership from perhaps a
Tightly different vantage point than the
iirdinary person. However, certain priniplesapply in every situation. Certainly
:liere is a relationship between leadership
jsit is defined by the military and as it
jpplies to the Toastmasters program.
The Air Force defines leadership as
'the art of influencing and directing
wple in a way that will win their obedi-iice,confidence, respect, and loyal coopjation in achieving a common goal."
Aow, let's analyze this definition and
ipply it to Toastmasters.
The Art of Leadership
Asstated in the definition, leadership
sanart, not a science. You can't just

akealist of principles, apply them and
tecomea leader. It's not like a math

pblem where you apply certain prinaplesand come up with the right soluaon. No, leadership is an art that can
only be acquired through diligent prac
tice. trial and error, by searching and

Sliding the right ways to do things.
Just as different artists use different

methods to create beauty, different lead
ers use different methods to accomplish a
soul. Harry Truman, Winston Churchill,
and John Kennedy were all leaders; but
theyall used different methods to accom
plish their goals.
How can we apply this to Toastmasters? There are many ways for us to
accomplish our goals as Toastmasters
and dub, area, or district officers. Some

goals are best accomplished through an
abundance of enthusiasm and hard sell.

i

□ Set a good example by coming to
every meeting and by making sure your
speeches are well presented.
□ Insure that a delegated task is
understood, supervised, and aceomplished—especially with new members.
□ Train your members as a whole so
they can identify with the club.
□ Make sound and timely decisions
that will be of benefit to everyone in the
elub.

□ Seek responsibility and develop this

DisTRicT 3b
As an instructor of leadership training
JlheOtticer's Training School at Lack

quarters.

sense of responsibility among your f^ellow
while others can be accomplished through
quiet determination and persistent work

club officers.

□ Take responsibility for your actions.
If
you make a mistake, admit it. After
behind the scenes. Whatever method we
all,
you're only human.
choose, let's use our imagination and find
Basic Psychology
new and better ways to achieve our goals.
Just because the old ways have worked in
Our students' leadership instruction
the past doesn't mean that there are not also includes some basic psychology. They
better ways to do the Job.
eome to understand individual dynamics,
or why people act the way they do; group
Influencing Others
dynamics,
or how a group thinks and
Leadership is the art o\'influencing and
acts
and
how
to satisfy the needs of a
directing people. There are, of course,
many ways to influence others towards group; and problem solving and the
greater achievements — sound plans, problem solving method. In addition, we
clear-cut directions, good organization, teach them a sense of mission, authority
and confidently-expressed goals. But one and responsibility, management, and
of the best ways to influence people is many other subjects to equip them for
through the example you set for them. their job as an Air Force leader. But let
me remind you—there is no secret for
The better speaker, the better club offi
cer, the better Toastmaster you become, mula to becoming an effective leader.
the more influence you will have on There is no cheeklist of prineiples which
insures that you are an effective leader.
others.
Now, what are the common goals or We simply have to use every means avail
objectives we are working for? Simply able to us to accomplish our goals—our
stated, our goals and objections should knowledge, experience, abilities, and any
be set at making ourselves better speakers, other outside resources we may be able
better listeners, thinkers, and leaders.

These are very worthwhile goals because
they make us better people, better citi
zens of our country, and better citizens
of the world.

While teaching these young men in the
Air Force, I have found certain leader

ship principles that may also be applied
to Toastmasters officers. They are as
follows:

□ Know yourjob as a club officer.
□ Know yourself and seek self-im
provement through effective use of the
Toastmasters programs.
□ Know your fellow members and

to find.

Again, leadership is an art that can
only be accomplished through practice
and study, trial and error, and by search
ing and finding better ways to do things.
It is "the art of influencing and directing
people in a way that will win their obedi
ence, confidence, respect, and coopera
tion in achieving a common objective!'
And there are many ways to accomplishour objectives as Toastmasters.
We simply have to develop enthusiasm
in ourselves and in our club and find the

best way to do the job. With the help of
Toastmasters that shouldn't be too
difficult. T
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A vital part ofthe leadership process isfinding
out what yourfollowers are thinking. Dr. William
G. Dyer offers some methods ofevaluating your
leadership effectiveness which may surprise you.

bY Dr.William G.DYer
In much of our current organization
ii'e, people have learned to mask, hide,
and cover up their feelings, particularly
itiose towards people in positions of
nawer and influence. Because of this, it

soften difficult for a manager to know
ahathis true impact on others has been.
He may see only the. polite smile, the
rady agreement, the apparent consensus
and may assume, falsely, that the external
feedback cues really represent the total
impact.

The person with good interpersonal
>i;illshas ways of checking out the data
;o determine his actual impact and to
ascertain whether the problem, if any, is
SIS own inability to correctly communi
cate his conscious intentions or if it is in

ife filter systems of others.
A Sensitive Skiil

In the process of improving one's per
formance, probably no skill is more im
portant than being able to gather accurate
and honest feedback about one's impact
om others. Yet this is also an area of

sensitive skill, for most people feel fearful
and inept when it comes to sharing their
feelings about someone's performance
irectly with that person.
It is not easy for a person in a lower
status position in an organization to go
loamore powerful, higher status person
and give feedback that is unsolicited and
presumably unwanted.The risks involved,
from the lower status person's perspeciive, are so great that unless the situation

becomes intolerable or he is ready to quit,
the safest course appears to be remaining
silent and hoping the passing of time
will improve conditions.
This silent strategy seems to be widely
used for coping with people who have
negative impacts on us. It is also a mini
mal change strategy that masks the real
conditions and keeps frustration and
negativism underground. And until it
surfaces, the negative consequences of a
poor relationship are difficult to deal
with.

If a manager initiates a process where
in he asks for feedback and sets a climate

where a person feels safe or even re
warded for sharing information, more
people seem willing to share sensitive
feedback. So how do you go about doing
this?

Probably the simplest method is to
invite another person to a private, oneto-one session. This could be preceded
by a written memo or verbal request stat
ing the purpose of the meeting, thus giving
the person time to prepare. (Example;
Dear Ed: I would like very much to get
your reactions about my management
performance. Do you see anything 1 do
that creates problems for others? Do you
have any suggestions as to how I might
improve my effectiveness? Ed like to get
together with you next week and talk

about this. Ell have my secretary call and
set up a time when I can come to your
office to di.scuss this. Thanks. Don.)
In discussing this method with man
agers, they nearly all agreed that they
would appreciate their boss coming to
their office for such a discussion. Others

felt it would not be inappropriate to dis
cuss this in the boss's office at a regular
report or di.scussion meeting.
A second method is to request (either
verbally or by memo)the person to share
his feeling in writing. (Example: "Ed,
Em trying to improve my own manage
ment effectiveness. Would you be willing
to take some time out and write down

any suggestions you have for my improve
ment? Try to be as honest as possible. I
want the feedback and feel it's important
that I find out what my impact on others
is, both positive and negative.")
Stimulating Feedback
In the direct request for cither verbal
or written feedback, the person to whom
the request is directed may feel on the
spot. If his boss is making the rcque.st, he
may feel obligated to say something but
feel uneasy because of the risk involved.
Direct request data is not anonymous and
the person may wonder how direct he can
be without creating problems. To stimu
late the feedback, the following technique
can be used.

This is a method of stimulating the
flow of data by sharing some data already
known. This proce.ss was observed in a
training program where one participant
was generating negative feelings in others.
Every time a serious, deep or sensitive
discussion was underway, this man would
sit with what was later described as a

sneer on his face. It was apparent that
the other participants resented this and
rumblings were evident.
The second day this man addressed the
group. "Whenever I get emotional or
nervous, I know that my face twitches

Reprinted from THE PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATOR, June, 1974. Copyright 1974.
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up. It's something I can't seem to control.
Some people have said it looks like a
sneer. Have you been aware of this?"

This was a great releasing factor and
people talked freely about their reaction

me any concrete suggestions for im
provement. I won't be present while you
meet and you can just turn in a written
summary to my secretary. No names
need be attached. I'm more interested in

getting the information than knowing
who said it. If any sub-group would like
the subject and had some awareness of it. to talk with me directly, I would also
A manager could help release feedback in welcome that opportunity."
similar fashion. (Example: "Ed, I have
Using the Entire Staff
been told that I cut people off in staff
It is possible for a manager to use his
meetings and appear to reject their con
total staff at a staff meeting to discuss
tributions. Have you been aware of this? his managerial style and to give him
Have you seen anything else I do that suggestions for improvement. This is
disturbs people? Do you have any sug
usually an identified agenda item and
gestions how I might improve?")
people are aware this issue is going to be
Dividing the Staff
discussed. The dialogue is more open
To assure more anonymity, managers than in the sub-group format and there
can divide the staff into sub-groups of can be more direct exchange between
three or four people at a staff meeting. the manager and his subordinates. Such
The sub-groups meet for 30 to 45 minutes a meeting requires a general climate of
following a request like this: "I am very openness, a spirit of dealing directly
concerned about my effectiveness as a with human issues in an atmosphere of
manager. 1 would appreciate it if you all concern and mutual help.
could help me. At the next staff meeting
The meeting format can vary. The
I would like to have each of you get into manager can summarize his impressions
a sub-group and identify those behaviors of his own style and ask for reactions. He
that seem to reduce the effectiveness of can ask each person to express his reac
our operation. Would you also list those tions and share his feedback and sug
things that you like and would want me gestions. The group can form sub-groups

to him. It became easy for them to dis
cuss his behavior, since he had opened

to continue?

"It would be helpful if you could give

for a few minutes and then come back
for a total staff discussion.

The use of instruments provides
other avenue for anonymous feedbaci
Here the manager or the personnel

dicate
|

partment circulates an instrument
questionnaire that gathers data about

reactiort

forman

with this
have for
"As t;

managerial performance as experiei
by peers or subordinates. Such insti

ing thinj

ments are the Blake-Mouton Grii

and neVi

Likert's Four Systems, Hall's Tel

people V,

metrics Instruments and the Dyer]

in taking

Daniels-Moffitt Management Profile.

given to
working
and loya

The data collected is tabulated ai

presented to the manager. Such ink

mation gives a general picture of impa:
but may not include any specific suggt
tions for improvement, nor will it provii
specific information on how to improi
performance with any one individual

"I aisc

about m;
am a ral

don't CO

easily. I;

A Specialized Process
The advantage of the instrumenle
process is that it can be given to a lar;
number of people, focu.ses on comiiK
areas, can be repeated at a later dati
and protects the anonymity of thej ■

I'm not s
think I t

meetings
I'm not I
react to tl

little afra

spondents.
I fortable (
Similar to pump priming, the manag - what giv
writes an assessment of his own perfon

fwhat I ca:

ance and asks others to confirm or dci i
it, to share additional reactions and I
make any suggestions for improvement
Example:(Memo)"I have writteni

the following assessment of my own pt

Oppos
should be
ments ant
The ass

another o
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outside th
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ii,

partment
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sions. He c
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The advi
he can ofte
have becon
areas not s

disadvantc
subordinat(
the consult
and receive
part of theii
For most

superior is i

ity. When it
usually wat
gauge his i

urmance as a manager. Would you inScate whether you agree or disagree
*iih the various points, what your own
:taclions are and any suggestions you
ave for improvement?
"As I see myself, 1 fee! 1 do the followigthingswell: 1. I think 1 am punctual
id never miss appointments or keep
M)ple waiting. 2. 1 feel I am dependable
making care of assignments or requests
dven to me. 3. I see myself as a hard"Orking person who has great dedication
iiidloyalty to the company and its goals.
"1 also see the following critical things
;bout my performance: 1. I feel that I
iina rather closed person and that I
:on't communicate very much or very
:isily. 1 would like to improve this, but
I'mnotsure exactly how to do it. 2. I
liink I tend to cut people off in staff
Teetingsand reject new ideas somewhat.
I'm not exactly sure how people see or
ract to this*. 3. 1 also think people are a
ittle afraid of me and feel a bit uncom-

usually determines whether such feed
back will be given again.
Listen, don't explain or justify. There
is a tendency to explain or justify actions

other person you are more interested in
justifying yourself than in understanding

Sometimes the negative impact a p)erson has is a result of an inability to trans
late his intentions into appropriate
behavior. At other times, the other per
son's misperceptions lead to undesired
consequences. In either case, the mana
ger needs to discern the impact and en
gage in a process of exploring intentions,
behavior, filter, and impact with the goal
of reducing negative effects in mind.
Gathering feedback is the skill that
starts the improvement of impact in
motion. Several methods may be appro
priate in stimulating a greater sharing of
feedback from peers and subordinates.
Such methods as personnel discussion,
sub-groups, written communication,

him.

instruments, and outside consultation

A.sk for more. Especially in the op)en,
verbal feedback process, there is an op
portunity to get additional information.
If the person eliciting the data can
honestly keep saying, "That's extremely
helpful. Tell me more. Is there anything

assistance are available to the manager
who is willing to take the risk to begin

when we receive feedback we feel is un
warranted or stems from a misunderstood

action. When you ask for feedback, the
burden is on you to listen and try to
understand. This does not mean you are
obligated to believe or accept the infor
mation, but your responsibility is to try
to understand why the other person feels
and reacts the way he does. Defensive
behavior usually stifles the flow of feed
back communications, for it tells the

ortable talking with me. I don't know
rhat gives people that impression or

else I should know about that?", this will

ihat 1 can do to reduce it."

of feedback.

support and encourage the continual flow

Expres.s an honest reaction. The p)erOpposite each of these comments
son giving the feedback often wants to
should be space for the reviewer's com
know what your reaction is to the data
ments and suggestions.
The assistance of an outside pterson is he has presented. The best guideline is to
jnother common method for gathering express your honest reaction.
Expre.s.s appreciation and plan for the
ecdback data. This person can be from
lulside the organization or a person in future. Acknowledge the risk that was
he company's training or personnel de- involved for the person giving feedback
jartment but not from the manager's and share your appreciation for his ef
forts. It is also a good time to plan ahead
department.
Tbe consultant can use a variety of for future feedback sessions, which should
methods to gather feedback. He can ob- be less disturbing and more productive
■ervetbe manager in action at meetings, than the initial encounter.
Jt problem solving sessions, or in the
•ork setting. He can interview preers and
aibordinates and get their direct expres-

this sensitive, difficult, but much-necded
process. □

Dr. William G. Dyer is chairman of
the Department ot Organizational
Behavior at Brigham Young Univer
sity. He holds a master's degree in
sociology from Brigham Young and a
PhD in sociology from the University
ot Wisconsin.

dons. He can administer instruments and

abulate a summary profile.
The Outsider

Tbe advantage of the outsider is that
iecan often see things to which insiders
have become oblivious and can probe in
areas not available to the manager. A
disadvantage is that the manager and
subordinates may become dependent on
the consultant and never learn to give
and receive helpful feedback as a regular

part of their on-going relationship.
For most preople, sharing data with a
superior is an espxecially high risk activ
ity. When it is first attempted, the prerson
usually watches his suprerior closely to
gauge his reaction. And this reaction

JOKES for SPEAKERS!
for Toastmasters, Business Executives, Club Officers,

or anyone who has to talk.
An up-to-date monthly joke-bulletin with approximately 100 funny and
topical one-liners, zingers, and stories. Created by top Hollywood
comedy writers. Provides a continuous source of professional material
to humorize your speech for any audience. .. any occasion. Only $60 a
year. Sample issue S5.00. Send check or money order today to:
JOKES UN-LID.

1357 Miller Drive, Dept. O, Hollywood, Co. 90069
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"If we would create something, we must be
something. We make a mistake unless we keep
working to win, to win, to win...."

The short, stocky man stood before
1000 corporate executives at the Ameri
can Management Association's annual
personnel conference."Once more," said

saying: "I don't know how I will feel
tomorrow, but right now I feel we can

this man who had been described as one

the Green Bay Packers football team,
had that effect on everybody.
The Lombardi Legend

of the most successful leaders in the field

of sports, "we need to develop in this
country a strong spirit of competitive in
terest. We fail in our obligation unless we
preserve what has always been an Ameri
can zeal—that is, to win and to be first,

regardless of what we do
"What is leadership? It's the ability to
direct people. But, more important, to
have those people so directed accept it
If you look at management objectively, I
think its big trouble is its lack of leader
ship....
"1 think it is obvious that the differ

ence between the group and the leader is
not so much in lack of knowledge, but
rather in lack of will.... Unless you
maintain discipline, unless you enforce it
in a perfect manner, I think you're a
potential failure at your Job."

If that famous sports figure, a football
coach, appeared to be making a pep talk
in the locker room at half time, it appar
ently had the desired effect on at least
part of his audience. One businessman
from a small company was quoted as

take on General Motors."

Vince Lombardi, then head coach of

Since his death in 1970, the Lombardi

legend has been told and retold. The son
on an immigrant Italian butcher, he grew
up in Brooklyn, New York, and, after
giving up thoughts of becoming a priest,
went to Fordham University, where he
graduated magna cum laude.
He studied law in night school and
eventually landed a teaching job in a
high school in New Jersey, where he
taught physics, chemistry, algebra, and
Latin and helped coach the football team.
He went back to Fordham as a coach,

then to West Point, and finally made it
to the pros, serving as an assistant coach
with the New York Giants and head coach

with the Green Bay Packers and Washing
ton Redskins.

When he went to Green Bay in 1959
at the age of 46, he had no idea that he
would become the greatest sports figure
since Babe Ruth, a distinction that

brought him the admiration of such
political notables as Richard Nixon and
Robert Kennedy. Under his leadership,
the Packers won 141 games, lost 39, and

¥
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tied four, winning five National League
and two Super Bowl titles. But to fully
understand the power of leadership that
was Lombardi, one must understand the

meaning of leadership.

A leader is pictured as an aggressive,
intelligent human being who determines
objectives, organizes people, and selects
methods and instruments for implemen
tation. He makes vital decisions, per
suades subordinates to coordinated action,

realizes goals, and enjoys the fruits of
planned efforts. In short, the leader unifies
his followers for cooperative action in
order to achieve given objectives.
The Question of Leadership
It is often said of leadership that per
sonality is not as important as the actual
job itself and that most people with ade
quate motivation and intelligence could
learn to be effective leaders. Some have

hinted that the people who do become
leaders probably obtain their positions

of applied psychology, a winning coach
must be able to get inside his players'
psyches and motivate them.
One of his favorite targets was Jerry
Kramer, a Packer guard whom many re
gard as one of the all-time greats. "You
look like a cowf Lombardi would yell at
him. "You run like an old cow. Kramer,

you're the worst guard I've ever seen,"
Before Lombardi had come into the

of all of these.

Intellectual capacity is essential if the
leader is to be successful and includes

such specific characteristics as mental,
moral, and social sensitivity, a well-devel
oped versatility or dexterity in coping
with problems, an ability for intuitive
action, and the talent for solving prob
lems in coordinated ways.
Lombardi understood this and, often

times, used it to its greatest advantage.
For example, some are convinced that
his famous explosive fits of anger were
calculated rather than spontaneous. Ac
cording to Lombardi's one-man school
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leader asserts himself and makes oti

his be:

aware of his confidence in himself

beyon

Lombardi's constant torment, he once

called later, he had literally crawled into

the leader of the group.
Lombardi took great pride in his \w
and even greater pride in how he accoi
plished it. While assistant coach for

the dressing room and nearly collapsed

New York Giants, he once told Gii

intellei

on one of the benches.

owner Wellington Mara,"When I havei
meeting with my unit, I don't want
outsiders present. I'm going to have

and is
leaders
dance(
asm is t
sets his

lost seven pounds in a single practice
session. After that session, Kramer re

Lombardi seemed to have sensed that

he had pushed the young guard far
enough and, walking up to him, said,
"Son, one of these days, you're going to
be the greatest guard in the league." He

ently worked on the theory that the first
year men were already scared enough
and he seldom yelled at them. He often
sought excuses to single them out for
prai.se and carefully studied their person

ence, and Reputation. When you talk
about Vince Lombardi, you are speaking

It V

and th

his ab

personality traits which are required for

In general, there seem to be six basic
qualities that are essential for quality
leadership; Intellectual capacity. Selfsignificance, Vitality, Training, Experi

him ti
to the

until V

dictatorial methods, Lombardi appar

and social direction, including diplomacy
and poise under pressure.

all he

what he wants and how to do it—to

In following this line of reasoning, the

achievement, desire and decisiveness;

And
game

the job better than anyone else, to kra

was right.

Whatever the case may be, research
has demonstrated the importance of cer
tain personal attributes in those who are
said to possess leadership abilities: social
skills, including language fluency; humor,
and sociability; ambition, including

On S

Packer organization, no one had ever
talked to Kramer that way. But under

because of affiliations, drives, connec
tions, and the occurrence of vacancies.

a leader'sjob may then be developed after
one assumes the leadership position.

and power for the growth of strength
character. We've weakened disciplii
and respect for authority and let freed(
of the individual predominate."
Self-significance, the second of the
sential qualities of leadership, was
understood by the astute Lombari
Using this principle as a guideline,

Nicknamed "il Duce" because of his

alities, It was not until the second year
that he started yelling, criticizing, and
pointing out defects at the top of his
voice. But, by then, the former rookie
was well established and able to survive

and even profit from some of the advice.
The Clinical Psychologist
His subscription to an unwritten text
book of clinical psychology told him that
a defeat called for a temporary easing of
pressure, to make sure it would be for
gotten and would not happen again. A
victory, on the other hand, should be fol
lowed by the kind of criticism that is
good for a man's soul—and for his head.
Once described by a Manhattan re
porter as a combination of Knute Rockne,
Billy Graham, and Lyndon Johnson,
Lombardi believed that leadership re
quires mental toughness, and to have
such mental toughness you need humility,
spartanism, love, and a perfectly disci
plined will.
"If we would create something," he
once said, "we must be something. We
make a mistake unless we keep working
to win, to win, to win
This is the age
for heroes. The test of this century is
whether we mistake the growth of wealth

criticize. I have to feel free to criticize

my own way. I don't want any outsidf

a lead
this dr
Vita

to hear that criticism. I don't want

energy?

of the players humiliated by having

the Lon
Vinct

siders hear that criticism." It was

same at Green Bay when he took over
head coach and general manager

througl

want it understood," he told his new

sensitiv
often dt

of directors, "that I'm in complete

His mot

mand."

demand

When he went to Green Bay in 19:
the Packers were recovering from a
mal I-10-1 .season and his signing
five-year contract as coach and gent
manager brought enthusiasm to the
fans. As new coach and general mana|
he had the responsibility for restoi
the team both to respectability i

curial tc
sonalitie

winning
with ang
thing tO(
bined wi

him a leg
Even V

standings and solvency at the box ol

Jersey as

After his statement to the board of dii
tors, there would be no one else to bli

school fo

if things went wrong.
Developing the Winning Attitu
In Lombardi's self-adopted footli
creed (to win, to win, to win...)tli(
was no room for second place. He I
important to develop the winning
tude and discipline his players as he m
expect to be disciplined himself. "I
fair," said Henry Jordon, a defer;

football

quired to

lineman with the Packers. "He treai;

for extra

all like dogs."
This attitude which became the Li

much as

tioning,
accept di:
action an
of achiev

familiar v
At the

under Lc

this partit
eran, also

bardi trademark also carried over iHOf opinio
his personal life. His dedication andlii and the c

fought enthusiasm were once descril curfew an
by his wife, Marie, in this way; "On M the player
If a ma
day, Tuesday and Wednesday, we
talk. On Thursday, when practice taf bardi told
off, we say hello. On Friday, he is a same restr

I Saturday, he is downright pleasant.
Ind then on Sunday, Vince feels the
pme is in the boys' hands. He has done

didn't see it that way; he left and did not
return until the three day preliminary

liilhecan. Sometimes, you have to poke

On his return to camp. Max was met
in the hallway by Lombardi, who grab
bed him and started to bang his head
against the wall, yelling until the window
panes rattled.
"I'm not going to play for this so and
so," McGee is supposed to have said.
"He's a madman!" But McGee did play

llmto keep him awake in the car driving
]11 the game!'
It was this feeling of self-significance

lind the awareness that one can only do
llisbest and then relax when events move

Iteyond his control that gave Lombardi
llis ability to constantly push his teams

session was over.

litil victory was assured. His vitality as

and later became one of Lombardi's

11 leader was a necessary ingredient in

most ardent admirers.

lihis drive.

The coach's expression of vitality
through discipline was only outdone by
his demand for perfection. One week, he
had spent several hours working with a
promising rookie, an end, trying to get
him to run the proper pattern without
having to think about it. By Thursday,
the young man was doing it right and this
gave Lombardi considerable satisfaction.
But in the last practice before the game,
the play was called and the end ran it
wrong. Lombardi gave a bellow of frus
r
tration and rage and charged out onto

Vitality
Vitality is manifested in the physical,

lintellectual, or spiritual phases of life,

lindis the third quality essential for
lleadership. The possession of an abun-

Ijance of energy and/or ample enthusilism is a definite asset for the person who

Ijtshis sights on the top. Abundance of
loicrgy? Ample enthusiasm? Yes, this was

|llie Lombardi that most people knew.
Vince's flair for the dramatic evolved

llliroughout his childhood in Brooklyn.

|lsmother was a sentimental, warm and
fensitive person, while his father was
en described as dictatorial, driving.
Handing and ambitious, with a mer-

lurial temper. The sum of these two perlunalities was Lombardi, the man whose

the field. The rookie took one look at
him and ran for his life.
No one knows what he would have

done to him had he caught him. It wasn't
so much that the kid had made a stupid
mistake, Lombardi told one of the other

liming habits and pattern of erupting
jnlh anger when a player achieved some-

coaches later. What made him lose his

IHiingtoo far short of perfection, com-

sorry enough about it.
Lombardi's vitality is best described
by the quote that is most often attrib
uted to him: "Winning isn't everything...
it's the only thing!" It has been said that
he came to regret this remark, because of
the many interpretations it received. But
it was the Lombardi philosophy as it
applied to football and to life.
Leadership Training

|tined with affection and sensitivity, made
im a legend.
Even when he was hidden away in New

jjersey as the coach of St. Cecelia's high
;liool football team, Lombardi operated

Imchas he did in the pros. He stressed
llbotball fundamentals, careful condi-

ioning, and the need for players to

pt discipline. His abrupt disciplinary
ion and his highly successful method

temper was that the rookie hadn't seemed

The training that a leader receives

'«[ achieving it was known to everyone

does much to mold his character and

Iimiliar with the game.

outlook on life, and is the fourth ingre

.\t the first Packers training camp

dient of quality leadership. While it may

snder Lombardi, the rookies were re-

be formal, informal, on the job, or in any
education pattern, training is necessary

ouired to show up before the full squad
I extra conditioning and work. But at
is particular camp. Max McGee, a vetlan, also arrived early and a difference
)i opinion soon arose between McGee
fldthe coach on whether the evening
■jrfew and other such rules applied to
replayers who had reported early.
If a man was in training camp, Lomsrdi told McGee, he was subject to the
sime restrictions as the rookies. McGee

P-»
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for the development of his leadership
capabilities. Lombardi received this kind
of leadership training and it greatly in
fluenced his career.

While serving as offensive coach at
West Point, the young Lombardi received
expert guidance and advice from a man
who would have a great effect on his
career — Colonel Red Blaik.

Blaik, a great admirer of General

m

Douglas MacArthur, took MacArthur's
motto, "There is no substitute for vic

tory," and adapted it to the football field.
Pictured by many as a martinet, a dicta
tor and a tyrant, he was often thought of
as unapproachable and cold. Never mind
his successes as a football coach, many
had said, look at him as a man — he's
mean. Little did Lombardi know that,

at the peak of his coaching career, the
same things would be said of him.
Collecting the Experience
The young men in Lombardi's charge
at West Point were ideal subjects for his
coaching methods. They were trained to
take orders without questioning them
and to accept discipline as a matter of
course. But even while serving on Blaik's
staff at West Point and later on the staff

of the New York Giants, he did not have

the security or the command presence
that later became one of his trademarks.

But while serving under these very in
fluential people, Lombardi was already
collecting the experience necessary for
quality and effective leadership—though
not to the same extent as in Green Bay
and Washington.
Lombardi could not fully exercise his
leadership capabilities until he was on his
own. The effective leader must actually
experience the weight and loneliness of
leadership, coupled with the responsi
bility ofholding the careers and, possibly,
the lives of subordinates in his hands.

The depth of experience in leadership is
the fifth requirement on the road to be
coming successful at it.
Lombardi knew this. His experience
had taught him that when a team was not
up (mentally prepared) for a game, a
considerable blame must go to the coach
or leader. He also believed that one of the
coach's functions was the care and feed

ing of the diverse psychological hangups
that affect a person's skills. But experi
ence as a coach—especially a head coach
— also brought him many heartaches.
The Final Cut
When a football coach is asked to

make his final cut, to reduce his team

down to the required number of players,

the names of the players cut usually ap
pear as a mere statistic, to be read or
passed over like the obituary column of
a daily newspaper. But Lombardi knew
the psychological effect this could have
on men, and this is what disturbed him
most.

"When a kid has given you the best he
24

has to give, and you have to tell him it able to raise them to their best elTort,|
wasn't good enough, that's when you knew I couldn't ever deceive them abc
ache inside and think maybe there's a it, because they were an extension ofi^
personality."
better way to make a living: maybe foot
During his nine seasons with the Grei
ball isn't worth it. But when you tell a
man he's through, and you know he has Bay Packers and even during hiso
the talent to stick but hasn't put it to short year with the Washington Redsll
work, then you don't feel sorry at all. before his untimely death, Lombail
He's got it coming. Maybe the worst of had molded, developed, and maintaiJ
all is when you have to give the word to a loyalty for himself and the organizatiJ
veteran, a man who's been with you for not only among his followers, but ami
years, a man who's given you everything, others as well. Leaders create love, t
who's part of you. You can't face him, tion, confidence, and respect in the ha
you don't know how to tell him, but you of followers and, having produced i
have to. I've had to do that, and I don't attitudes, foster continued enlargem
of these feelings so that the powerl
mind telling you. I've cried."
Of all the qualities said to be neces leadership will grow with the passing|
time.
sary for leadership, the one Vince Lom
"He saved my life," said Paul Hi
bardi had least to worry about was that
of reputation. While reputation can only nung about Lombardi.
"He was all the man there is,"i
come after leadership has been estab
Willie
Davis.
lished, it is the necessary final ingredient
"He meant everything to me,"s
that produces a quality leader. Reputa
tion makes respect for the leader's Bart Starr.
This is the kind of love that Lombil
authority automatic, rather than having
fostered wherever he went. Fromi
to be constantly reasserted. To be con
sidered the possessor of intelligence, Cecelia's to Green Bay to Washingll
drive, determination, imperturbability of he carried with him quality leaders!
spirit, and sound judgment is the ideal such as the sports world will never for!
Intellectual capacity. Self-significail
goal of anyone who attempts to lead. To
have the reputation of being a successful Vitality. Training. Experience. RepilT
leader gives vitality and opportunity to tion. Loyalty. He had them all, as i
the experience, training, and intellectual competent leader should. While!
may never be another Lombardi, tli^
capacity.
Vince's reputation brought him fame will be other leaders to organize|
and glory and put him onto a plateau and point them in the right directij
which was considered the object of every using the Lombardi philosophy as an
boy's dreams. Stories about the fabled stant reminder of the need to wii|
whatever you do.
coach were often used at luncheons and
"Every year I try to think of an
banquets — sometimes in jest, but most
word for it," he once said, describing!]
often in supreme admiration.
The Horrible Pressure

But along with the fame that his repu
tation as the winningest coach in pro
football had brought came also prob
lems. When you're at the top, how much
higher can you climb? When your game
is won, what else is there to do but win

phenomenal success of the Packers."1/
winter at the Super Bowl,I called it so|
thing that I have been sorry about«
since. When these tough sportswril
asked me what made the Packers clici
said Move.'

"Now you fellows know what

the next game? These are the things that

love I meant. It was the kind that id

Lombardi had to contend with.

loyalty, teamwork, respecting theij

"The pressures were so horrible,"
Lombardi had said upon his retirement
as coach of the Green Bay Packers. "The
pressures of losing are bad — awful —
because it kills you eventually. But the

pressure of winning is worse — infinitely
worse — because it keeps on torturing
you and torturing you...I felt 1 wouldn't
be able to raise myself to the right pitch
for the big games and then I wouldn't be

nity of another — heart power,
hate power."
That was Eombardi, the leader,□
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By George Washington
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George Washington was fifteen or sixteen when he
set down in a copybook, in his precise eighteenth century
penmanship, a set of rules of civility and polite behavior
he deemed necessary for the effective leader in company
and in conversation.

Turn not your back to others, especially in speaking;
jog not the table or desk on which another reads or writes;
lean not on any one.
When you deliver a matter, do it without passion and
indiscretion, however mean the person may be you do it to.
When your superiors talk to anybody, hear them;
neither speak nor laugh.
Write no comparisons; and if any of the company be
commended for any brave act of virtue, commend not
another for the same.

new

the
^ast
me-

;ver

tens

k, I

Speak not when others speak, sit not when others
stand and walk not when others stop.
They that are in dignity or office have in all places
precedency, but whilst they are young they ought to re
spect those that are their equals in birth or other qualities,
though they have no public charge.

;ans

Let your discourse with men of business be short and
comprehensive.
Strive not with your superiors in argument, but always

lig-

submit your judgment to others with modesty.

1 of

not

Undertake not to teach your equal in the art he him

self professes; it savors of arrogancy.
When a man does all he can, though it succeeds not
well, blame not him that did it.

Break not a jest when none take pleasure in mirth.
Laugh not aloud, nor at all without occasion. Deride no
man's misfortunes, though there seem to be some cause.
Let your countenance be pleasant, but in serious
matters somewhat grave.

Show not yourself glad at the misfortune of another,
though he were your enemy.
When another speaks, be attentive yourself, and dis

turb not the audience. If any hesitate in his words, help
him not, nor prompt him without being desired; interrupt
him not, nor answer him till his speech be ended.
Detract not from others, but neither be excessive in

commending.
Go not thither where you know not whether you shall
be welcome or not. Give not advice without being asked;
and when desired, do it briefly.
Ie two contend together, take not the part of either
unconstrained, and be not obstinate in your opinion; in
things indifferent be of the major side.
Being to advise or reprehend any one, consider whether
it ought to be in public or in private, presently or at some
other time, also in what terms to do it; and in reproving
show no signs of choler but do it with sweetness and
mildness.

Think before you speak; pronounce not imperfectly,
nor bring out your words too hastily, but orderly and
distinctly.
Undertake not what you cannot perform; but be
careful to keep your promise.
Every action in company ought to be with some sign
of respect to those present.
Labor to keep alive in your breast that little spark of
celestial fire called conscience.

Wherein you reprove another be unblamable your
self, for example is more prevalent than precept.
Be not hasty to believe flying reports to the disparage
ment of anyone, z
Reprinted with permission from ENCORE, August, t945.
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Leadenshiii]
Modern man has, over the yeai
evolved through many conceptual chai
in his understanding of leadership andi
relation to his environment. Througl

this century, the efforts of his leaders]
cope with and share their environi
have followed identifiable themes.

During the early part of the centui

focus was on "human engineering,'
rationalizing the way work was di
Then the movement focused on "hui

relations" and identifying man's
needs. Today, the trend is focused
total "human needs" and construi

the work environment with peoplei
mind. This movement endeavors to

^vux>

n

industry and business around the
of people and no longer to force-fit
into predesigned cubicles.
The numerous writings of our foui
Dr. Ralph Smedley, leave little di
that he recognized the imbalance of i
cratic leadership patterns and the

that worker response could be impn
through communication training
Toastmasters program proved a tir
opportunity to study, practice, and
prove communication techniques.[
sonal development resulted and

balance between leadership and foiloi

m

ship was improved.
A Leadership Pendulum
The social, racial, economic, and

vironmental trend in our society cai
seen as a pendulum, influenced in
measure by styles of leadership andci
munication techniques. Technoloi
advances, knowledge levels, governi
programs (including Equal Employ
Opportunity and Environmental
tion), and many related factors com
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by Hubert E. Dobson, DTM
r

Balance
I influence actions and response. The
Aingof the pendulum seems violent at
MS, since most major problems today
:e, in reality, crises to which people must
act. Today's level of technological com
mence and human progress casts an
age which gives us the potential of
seing the future and thus achieving bai
lee in all things. But this is not happenJ.

Today, industrial and business surveys
Act common problems and needs. The
reatest problem is communication. The
ceatest need is leadership. The imbaljice of leadership patterns, changed
am fold since 1924, and communica-

mtechniques, which have substantially
Jvanced, remains a major factor in
.Weving success or generating failure.
The Human Aspects
Leaders with the best records of perimance, past and present, are generally
osewho focus primary attention on the
jman aspects of their subordinates'
'oblems and interests. This requires
Teen sensitivity and appreciation for
■langing human values.
Leadership patterns of this decade are
iiiig influenced by changing values as
man conditions improve. For example,
is more independent today, has more
.ioicesof work, wants more meaningful
:ctivity, and seeks satisfaction of emolonal desires as his security needs are
led by most employers.
In general, organizations and their
icmbers now reflect the tenor of changighuman values as well as the influence
if current regulatory controls. Thus,
mccessful leadership development must

it built first around changing human

values and, second, by harmonizing such
values with organization needs.
Knowledge and technology of the
behavioral sciences concerning such pro
cesses as individual motivation, power,
communication, interpersonal relation
ships, and intergroup relations is essen
tial to grasping the changing value of
human needs. The seventies conjure up a
different picture than the twenties did,
and so will future decades. The pendulum
of balance will continue to swing with
an ever-changing environment. However,
in any era, achievement of profitability
and morale in an organization can be ac
complished to the degree that .its leaders'
desires are kept in harmony with human
needs.

A myriad of behavioral scientists'
theories have influenced the pursuit of
management and leadership development
in recent years. Each scientist has con
tributed another realm of communication
interests — to understand and to be
understood.
The intent of these behavioral scientists

is to provide insights into human behavior
and is aimed at bringing about change in
a predetermined direction. That change
is usually concerned with the human side
of the leadership process. While grounded
in a belief that the needs and motivations

of people are a prime concern, there is
acceptance of the value of the individual,
without whom the organization fails to
fulfill its purpose as a social entity.
Group Participation
Research has shown repeatedly that

people are more deeply committed to a
course of action if they have had a voice
in planning it. Experience in industry

indicates that the most effeetive means

of gaining commitment and involvement
is by obtaining participation by a group
or work force in reaching the decisions
and plans of action that affect them.
In any profit or non-profit organiza
tion, two major objectives should serve
as basic guides for each leader:
1. To contribute to profitability or
viability.
2. To maintain the high morale of its
people.
Specific objectives may be developed
from the above, through which definitive
plans and actions would follow. There
after, each action is evaluated in terms

of organization betterment, including
sustained high morale. Such is the mea
sure of competent and skillful leaders in
today's changing environment.
The continual development of leader
ship skills and ability is paramount to
understanding human needs and achiev
ing effective leadership in a changing
environment. Many studies on thousands
of leaders list various key faetors for
successful leadership. The following are
five significant leadership characteristics:

1 . Interpersonal Competence — The
ability to work in harmony with all levels
of talent: understanding self, being self-

responsible, communicating skills, and
possessing the ability to manage conflict
and have tolerance for ambiguity.
2. Problem-Solving Competence —
The ability to extract facts from received
information; a facility for organizing
facts into two classes—important and
unimportant; and developing an attitude
of seeking solutions, not adding problems.
3. Goal-Setting Competence — The
27

ability to lay down a specific plan in
keeping with organization goals and in
balance with human needs. While these

goals must be specific and measurable,
the feedback of results to everyone in
volved is essential to maintaining har
mony of relationship at all levels.
4. Planning Competence—The ability
to define an objective course with a pur
pose, establish priorities, organize details,
assign functions and follow up. Funda
mentally, planning is a matter of answer
ing six key questions; 1. What? 2. Why?
3. How? 4. When? 5. Where? 6. Who?

5. Training Competence—The ability

Enhancing Your
Ti Experience
by Gene Gunther, ATM
District 26
Toastmasters pride themselves on im
provement in public speaking. Most
cherish their newly acquired skills in
conversation, debate, conducting meet

Business spends millions annually
find out which of their personnel

manage and lead. They spend vast
for developing the needed managei

to instruct or train others to achieve

ings, listening, and even the ability to

techniques in their potential executii

mutual performance goals. Training
changes the way people think and by
thinking differently, people behave dif
ferently. The ability to help or train and
motivate others for optimum perfor

become better thinkers.

You, as a Toastmaster, have a goli
opportunity to get this training and t
as a manager and leader—at an unl
lievably low cost. All it takes is a

mance is a barometer of successful leader

These are certainly important accom

plishments, but is this everything you can
get from Toastmasters?

Each member has an opportunity to
become a club, area, or district officer.

ship.
Your Personal Growth

Personal growth starts when one con
siders personal needs, then conscien
tiously and systematically pursues appro

This leadership experience can be one of
the greatest benefits you will receive as a
Toastmaster. It gives you the oppor
tunity to learn new management tech

niques and provides you with the job

priate answers to achieve the desired experience needed to see if you really like
goals. Have you ever taken the time to being a manager. It's an opportunity to
ask yourself about your own self-develop- show others your leadership abilities, to
rtient? Consider your present job; do you

demonstrate whether or not you can

know:

motivate others.

time and desire.

If you are presently holding an ol
of any kind, don't waste this valui
leadership opportunity. Jump in
both feet. Decide what you want to
In t
complish as an officer, plan how to do some o
and then follow through to get it done. subject
Not only you, but every Toastmast r
We
will benefit. If you are not presently;
politica
officer, don't sit around and wait

someone to ask you; let them knowtl
you have a burning desire to gain ti
valuable experience,z
,

1. What is expected of you?
2. How are you doing?
3. How can you improve?

Whether you are foreman, supervisor or
department head, your continued leader
ship success depends on your ability to environment. U. S. Anderson, in a recent
give candid answers to the above basic book. The Greatest Power In The Uni
verse, defines Ecology as "the focus of
questions.
All development is self-development. balance" or the "balance of opposites"
The process of self-development, or devel —space/time, energy/matter, appease
ment/exploitation, materialism/spirit
oping your personal potential, includes:
1. Identifying the job and its require uality.

Leadership may also be identified with
2. Taking a personal inventory of ecology or balance. Balance is harmony.
ments.

Harmony is accord, consent, agreement,
beauty, melody, conformity, symmetry.
Effective leadership in our changing en
vironment results when goals of the or
ganization and needs of the people who
support them are in balance.
In 1924, Dr. Smedley clearly identi
appreciatethe value of a clean and healthy
fied
an ecological imbalance of leadership
environment. We have learned the mean
ing of the word "ecology" as it relates to and communication. Since then, the
strengths and weaknesses.
3. Developing a plan of action to build
strengths and strengthen weaknesses.
4. Following through to achieve de
sired goals.
In recent years, we have learned to
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progress has been immeasurable. In 191
the ever-changing environment provol
a need to constantly develop persoi
skills and abilities in both leadership

communication. The challenge of maij
taining a balance in leadership and hui

needs will continue to be as vital to prdj
ability and morale as clean air is to t
environment. □

Hubert E. Dobson, DTM, is Trairt

and Development Coordinator for H
Corporation's Chemical Group.
Toastmasters International Direct
Mr. Dobson is a member of the Sa
Charleston Club 1528-40 and the
Dobson Club 2005-40 in Sci

Charleston, West Virginia.
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^utLeadership
Into Practice
i to
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As a member of Toastmasters, you are provided
with a wide range ofleadership training
opportunities designed to help you realize your
leadership ability. All that is leftfor you to do is to
put these programs to use.

nent

ives.
den

ting
ibeittle
ffice

able
A'ith

this special issue of 77ie Toastmaster, we have explored
of the many aspects of and qualities associated with the
Kt of leadership.
ister
IVe have come to see that, in today's complex society of
^ an
ical, economic, and social problems, quality leadership
ac-

o it,:

for

that

this

mething that must concern all of us, whether it be in our
smment, our business or our Toastmasters club.

Vour membership in Toastmasters provides a wide range
eldership training opportunities designed to assist you in
1 developing your leadership potential.
The first and probably the finest of the leadership trainprograms offered by Toastmasters is accomplished
wgh your participation as a club, area, or district officer,
975, en you serve as a Toastmasters officer, you receive your
okes lership training through actual working experience with
onal ir fellow Toastmasters. While you develop a working
and iiionship with your members, your training experience is
lain- iforced with the educational material provided in the
mmunication and Leadership manuals.
man
ofit- »r Opportunity for Leadership
our

No attempt is made to "teach" you leadership. This must
iccomplished on your own. What Toastmasters does proyou with is the "opportunity" to develop your leadership
lintial.

rung
=MC
3. A
:tor,
outh
H.E.
)uth

You will develop the ability to look ahead, to think ahead,
plan ahead, and then influence and motivate people to
K ahead with you and your plan. Your ability to commuaie—a quality of vital importance to the effective leader
•ill also strengthen as you progress through the Commuation and Leadership Program.
\Vhen you assume your role as a club, area, or district

officer, you are not only helping your fellow members meet
their goals through effective member/officer communication
and cooperation, but you are also furthering your own selfimprovement efforts through special studies and training
available to you as an officer.
YLP and Speechcraft
The Youth Leadership and Speechcraft programs also
provide the individual Toastmaster with the "on the job"
opportunity and experience needed to develop his leadership
capabilities.
Through these two programs, you are given the oppor
tunity to organize and provide the necessary leadership for
these community projects, while instilling enthusiasm and
motivating at the same time.
Sponsored and conducted by Toastmasters International
and its local clubs, the Youth Leadership Program supple
ments other communication programs by providing emphasis
on specialized skills, with attention to individual needs.
Designed for young people who wish to improve their ability
to effectively communicate their feelings and ideas to others,
the program, through the effort and leadership provided by
the coordinator, helps them realize their goal of becoming
tomorrow's men and women of influence.

The Speechcraft Program provides you with the oppor
tunity of exercising your communication and leadership
abilities and creating club program variety, which in turn
increase the interest and attendance of all your club's
members.

The speechcrafter becomes a part of your club meeting.
Under your guidance, he gets to know and like the fellow
ship, while gaining valuable confidence and knowledge that
29

he is improving his communication and leadership abilities.
Like a sculptor molding a piece of clay into a work of fine
art, the Speechcraft or Youth Leadership coordinator is
given the opportunity of observing the program participants
develop their communication skills which, ultimately, can
be put to use as they begin to realize their own leadership
ability.
"Self expression," said Dr. Ralph C. Smedley on the
importance of communication to the effective leader, "is one
of the first steps towards leadership. Sometimes a man gets
hold of an idea and it shapes his whole life."
Whether he realizes it or not, the program coordinator is
making a valuable contribution to his community while
furthering his own leadership development.
The Special Resource

Experience has shown that many possess the leadership
quality without realizing it. Their talents lie dormant and, in
some cases, may never be awakened. Another way of discov
ering this latent talent is through Toastmasters' Specialist
Resource Program.
Suppose you are interested in furthering the Toastmasters
programs and developing your leadership ability but do not
have the time to devote to the full responsibilities of an
elected office or a Speechcraft or YLP coordinator. The
Toastmasters Specialist Resource Program may be just
for you.
Through this program, you will become a member of
your area governor's "talent bank," because of your consid
erable experience as a member and because you have ex
celled in one particular program or procedure, such as
membership-building or community relations. You will take
your ideas that worked in past experiences and apply them
to new situations, using current programs and procedures.
While your help will be used only on an occasional
basis, you will discover still another foundation on which to

build your leadership ability. At different times, you willl
contributing your experience and "know how" to some oftl
basic Toastmasters programs and problem areas, includ
club, area, or district educational programs, planning, ]
licity, club management, new club organization, fiscal
agement, or officer training.

There are, of cour.se, many other aspects of prograd
ming and procedures of which the Special Resource mq
avail himself—all designed to enhance his total Toastn
ters experience and satisfy his need for leadership training.
Conferences and Committees

While a member of Toastmasters, you are also giventJ
opportunity to participate in district and regional conferee

leadership and planning, as well as assuming important coij
mittee chair positions at the club, area, and district levi

Both provide valuable leadership experience and training fJ

the individual who is serious in his self-improvement efforts.|
In this article, we've taken a look at some of the mai

leadership training opportunities provided through tij
Toastmasters Communication and Leadership Prograij
There are, needless to say, many more.
Dr. Smedley, recognizing the close relation between(
munication and leadership, once said: "The well balance
intelligent speaker is the natural leader in any group of wM
he is a part." This has not changed.
Through the effective use of the total Toastmasters|
gram and manuals, your desire to improve may be accoi
plished with relative ease. You, too, will come to realizetl

importance of communication upon leadership and its pli
in today's society.

But the realization will only take place when you parti^
pate in the programs and use them in your self-improvem

efforts. Only then will you come to recognize your effecti^
development as a communicator, a motivator, and,
mately, a leader of people, li

Special Leadership issue
Additional copies of this Special Leadership Issue are available
from World Headquarters for 25 cents. Why not use them to show
your prospective members what leadership training opportunities
are available through the Toastmasters program.
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15. Rulon M. Wood, DTM,1911 South 2500 East, Salt Lake City, Utah 84108
16. Larry Selby, DTM,5421 N.W.65th St., Oklahoma City, Okla. 73132
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17. John E. Grauman. DTM,3436 Timberline Dr.. Billings, Mont. 59102
18. John J. McWilliams, ATM,412 Dewey Dr.. Annapolis. Md. 21401
19. C. Eugene Stewart, ATM. 1303 Monona St.. Boone, Iowa 50036
20. Ronald G. Fraase, ATM,2215 Hoover Ave.. Bismarck, No. Dak. 58501
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21. S. H.(Ciair) Farris, 1051 Beverley PL, Victoria. B.C.. Canada
22. Errol G. Wuertz, ATM, 1301 Steven Dr., Hays, Kan. 67601
23. Giovanni Grecco, ATM,P.O. Box 494, Santa Fe, N.M.87501

24. Gary Shipley. ATM,125 Gates Lane. Columbus. Neb.68601
25. Leon M. Pliner, DTM,909 Elmwood Ave., Shreveport, La. 71104
26. Gene Gunther, ATM. Rt. 4. Box 203, Greeley, Colo. 80631
28. Harold (Bud) Gilley. ATM. 1551 Inkster Rd.. Apt. 3. Inkster, Mich. 48141
29. Kenneth W.Smith. 146 Live Oak Lane. Milton. Fla. 32570

30. W.S.(Bill) Downing,6950 North Olcott Ave., Chicago, III. 60631
31. George Mullin. ATM, 100 Aberdeen St., Lowell, Mass. 01851
32. Rolland E. Jones. 1002 Parkwood Dr., Port Orchard. Wash. 98366

33. James W. Eggenberger. ATM,225 Ibsen PL. Oxnard, Calif. 93030
35. Earl Moss. ATM, 1111 Marshall Ave.. South Milwaukee, Wise. 53172
36. John F. Belin, DTM,4313 Haverford Dr., Rockville, Md. 20853

37. James D. McCauley, ATM,P.O. Box 351, Burlington, No. Car. 27215
38. Alfred T. Rehm,Jr., DTM. P.O. Box 15306, Phildelphia, Penn. 19111
39. Ken Thiemann, 2501 Polk St., Reno, Nev. 89503

40. Guy H. Peden, ATM, 176 Oberlin Court No., Gahanna, Ohio 43230
41. Dr. George McDonald, Box 297, Luverne, Minn. 56156
42. John A. Koyko. DTM, 10721 - 159th St.. Edmonton, Alta., Canada T5P 3B5
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43. Edward J. Lott, ATM,62 Weber St., Jackson. Tenn. 38301

44. Robert E. Dowden, ATM.4017 E. 30th St., Odessa, Tex. 79762

45. George D. Fulierton, ATM,7 Lorraine St.. Dartmouth, N.S., Canada B3A 2B9

46. Leroy F. Schellhardt, ATM,64 Amelia Ave.. Livingston, N.J. 07039
47. Carleton J. Smith, DTM.8100 - 14th St., No., St. Petersburg, Fla. 33702
48. Charles Bendall, ATM, 12010 Chickamauga Trail, S.E., Huntsville, Ala. 35803
49. John Zaulig. ATM,850 - 19th Ave., Honolulu, Hawaii 96816
52. Ed Morris, ATM,5130 Finehill Ave., La Crescenta, Calif. 91214

53. Richard A. Hazel, 2 Ivy Court, EInora, New York 12065
54. Ronald W. Fandrick, 807 S. 4th St., St. Charles, III. 60174

56. Joe Robinson,530 Seaway Dr., Seabrook, Tex. 77586
57. Charles Butler, ATM,3260 Park Lane, Lafayette, Calif. 94549
58. John D. Combes, ATM. Rt. 1, Box 252, Chapin, So. Car. 29036

60. Terry R. Sweeney,3251 Mainsail Cr., Misslssauga, Ont., Canada
61. Arthur Cormier, DTM,70 McEwen Ave., Apt. 302, Ottawa. Ont., Canada
62. Raymond F. Trappen,233 Academy, Portland. Mich. 48875

63.
64.
65.
66.
68.

Loyle P. Shaw. 2924 McCampbell Rd., Nashville, Tenn. 37214
James W.Tomko, DTM.STE. 202 - 411 Cumberland Ave., Winnipeg. Man., Canada
William E. Jones, Jr., 93 Lettington Ave., Rochester, N.Y. 14624
Darrell E. Rolison, ATM, 1411 Crestview Dr.. Blacksburg, Va. 24060
Westmoreland Harris, 321 E. Livingston PL. Metairie, La. 70005

69. Peter McCarthy, 21 Devona St., Aspley, 4034, Old., Australia

70. George Bondzio, 30 Valaud Cres., Highfields 2289, N.S.W., Australia
71. Michael H. Murdoch, Twintrees, Water Lane. Ardley, Nr. Bicester, Oxon 0X6 9NX. England
72. Olive Pry me, ATM. P.O. Box 622, New Plymouth, New Zealand

MOVING?
totify World Headquarters of your new address eight weeks prior to the scheduled
mve. Complete all the necessary information. This will assure you of uninter'iipted delivery of The Toastmaster and other Tl material.
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District No.-

Paste current address label tiere OR complete the following:
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ADDRESS-

Name

CityPresent Address
State/Province-

-Zip Code-

City

If you are a club, area, division, or district officer, indicate complete title;
State/Province,
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Got the
FUMBLES

\

When someone asks about TI programs and liter
ature, do you fumble around, asking members if
they've ever seen a particular manual or informa
tion flyer? Your problems will be solved if your
club has a Club Reference File. It contains samples
of essential information, including manuals, hand
books and program descriptions. Here is a list of
contents:

EDUCATION

ADMINISTRATION

Debate Handbook
Mr. Chairman

Effective Speech Evaluation
C & L Manual
Advanced C & L Manual

Membership Sales Program
Humor Handbook
Audiovisual Handbook

Recognition in Focus
Listening to Learn

Speechcraft Action
Youth Leadership Program
C & L Program
Introducing the Action People
Communication For Your Organi
Prospect to Guest to Member
Reading Program
How to Organize a TM Club
Club Constitution

Patterns in Programming
Your Club Bulletin

Table Topics
They're All Around Us

Introducing the Speaker

Membership Application Form
Sample Proclamation
Community Contact Team
Member Interest Survey

Supply Catalog
Club Directory

Purchased separately, these materials would cost over $15.1
Your club can have this complete Toastmasters library for
$10.00. Order catalog number 1550.
California orders add 6% sales tax.

Toastmasters International, P.O. Box 10400,
2200 N. Grand Avenue,Santa Ana,CA.92711

